AGENDA
PTI DC-80 Repair, Rehabilitation & Strengthening Committee
April 26, 2016
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Renaissance Long Beach - Long Beach, CA
Voting Members Present (x of 17)
Tracy Naso, Chair
Hamid Ahmady
James Beicker
Cory Brett
Genmiao (Jimmy) Chen
James Donnelly
Clyde Ellis
Garth Fallis
Christopher Fulton
Liao Haixue
Gabriel Jimenez
Don Kline
John Mancuso
Daniel Moser
Douglas Sarkkinen
Slava Tkachuk
Edgar Zuniga, TAB Contact, V
Amy Dowell, NV

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
Suncoast Post-Tension, Ltd.
J.L. Beicker Company
SGH
Parsons Brinkerhoff
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
VSL
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Halsall
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Walter P. Moore
Kline Engineering & Consulting, LLC
Sutton, Kennerly & Associates
Walker Parking Consultants
Otak
Ready Cable, Inc.
Dywidag-Systems International, USA, Inc.
PTI Staff

Associate Members Present
Noli Alarcon
Florian Barth
Roger Frenn
Scott Greenhaus
Hee-Taik Lee
Graham Mazza
Sivakumar Munuswammy
Torry Oram
Mark Watson

Timothy Haahs and Associates, Inc.
Consultant
DSI
VSL
Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Thronton Tomasetti, Inc.
Smid Construction
Watson Associates

Visitors Present

ACTION ITEMS FROM LAST / THIS MEETING
Item #

Subject

Action

2.2

Making Inspection
Recesses FAQ
Research
Proposal

pick-up the revisions to this FAQ

Donnelly

develop proposal submission
form for PT tape testing

Naso

4.1
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Responsible

Deadline /
Completed
12/31/15

Agenda Item

Time
Allocation/
Discussion
Leader(s)

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

A. General
A.1 Call to Order
A.2 Introductions
A.3 Committee Roster /
Changes
A.4 PTI Antitrust Policy
B. Agenda & Minutes
B.1 Approval of Agenda
B.2 Approval of Minutes from
10/8/2015 (Meeting
ballot required)

B.2 Vote on Minutes approval
Motion / Second: Name / Name
Result: X-X-X (Y-N-A)

C. Actions Taken Between
Meetings
C.1 Letter Ballots (none)
C.2 Web Meetings (none)
1.Action Item 1: (TAB
Submitted Documents)
1.1 Specification response
from TAB.

x:xx
(xx min.)
1.1 TAB response ready for review / resolution

1.2 TAB did not get to this review, but it is on the agenda
for the spring meeting. Schedule web meeting to review
after TAB responds.

1.2 FAQ Sheathing sent to
TAB

2. Action Item 2: (Making
Inspection Recesses FAQ)
2.1 Review Status

x:xx
(xx min.)
2.1 Review document
 Review comments from last ballot and review
prior to meeting.
 Add separate paragraph for top of slab openings.
 Add separate paragraph for openings at end
anchorages.
 Rewrite second question re: location to include
top and bottom surfaces, similar to Guide
document.
 Rewrite third question to include temporary and
top of deck recesses.
 Rewrite fourth question to include temporary
recesses and explain why mineral wool used in
lieu of other fireproofing options.
 Add moisture protection question, including
reference to sheathing repair FAQ.
2.2 Jim Donnelly volunteered to pick-up the revisions to
this FAQ. Revised document to be ready for committee
review and balloting by end of the year. – status update?
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Agenda Item

Time
Allocation/
Discussion
Leader(s)

3. Action Item 3: (List title)
3.1
3.2

x:xx
(xx min.)

D. New Business
D.1
D.2
E. Next Meeting
2016 PTI Committee Days –
Tucson, AZ, October 57, 2016
Web Meetings:
F. Adjourn

x:xx
(xx min.)

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

AGENDA / MEETING EXHIBITS
Exhibit #
Roster / A.4

Subject
Sign-In Sheet / PTI Anti-Trust Policy

B.2

Meeting Minutes from 10/8/2015

1.1

TAB Comments for Specification for Unbonded PT Repair

Page 3 of 3

PTI POLICY STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE WITH
ANTITRUST LAWS
At a meeting on October 8, 1980, the Board of Directors first discussed the Institute's status and policies regarding
compliance with antitrust laws. After review of both the internal and external compliance procedures, the
following resolution was approved:
"The staff, officers, directors and members of the Post-Tensioning Institute are reminded that they are required
to comply with the spirit and specific requirements of the antitrust laws on all activities within the scope of, and
related to, the official functions of PTI. Further, this restated position, along with appropriate explanatory
material, should be placed in all meeting folders/books periodically, beginning with the 8th of October meeting
of PTI."
On July 24, 2012 and again on October 7, 2015, the Executive Committee authorized Legal Counsel to review
and update this Policy Statement in the perspective of the Department of Justice Business Review Letter of July
30, 1997 and current case law. As a continuing guide for your participation in PTI's meetings, please review and
continue to adhere to the following "Legal Limitation on Discussions at PTI Meetings."

LEGAL LIMITATION ON DISCUSSIONS AT PTI MEETINGS AND EVENTS
A free exchange of ideas on matters of mutual interest to the members is necessary for the success of all meetings.
Indeed, such an exchange of views is essential to the successful operation of every trade association and the law
specifically allows legitimate exchange of views pertaining to, e.g., quality control, safety, building design and
construction integrity, etc.
It is not the purpose of this memorandum to discourage the exploration in depth of any matters of legitimate
concern to meeting participants. Nevertheless, to ignore certain antitrust ground rules, either through ignorance or
otherwise, is to create a civil and criminal hazard businessmen simply cannot afford.
It is for these reasons that PTI provides you with a reminder that certain areas of formal and informal
communication between competitors or between manufacturers and their suppliers and customers must be
avoided, as posing potential antitrust problems.
The Sherman Antitrust Act, the Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, and the Robinson-Patman Act
comprise the basic federal antitrust laws, which set forth the broad areas of conduct considered illegal as restraints
of trade. In general, agreements or understandings between competitors that operate as an impediment to free and
open competition are forbidden. Federal antitrust prohibitions forbid any "agreement or understanding...to
substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce." An important point to
keep in mind is that communications and discussions between competitors or between sellers and customers, about
matters which may be considered anti-competitive, often comprise the evidence from which courts infer antitrust
violations. It is the policy of the Post-Tensioning Institute that such agreements, understandings or
communications shall not be tolerated at any formal or informal meetings or social events of the Institute.
The general prohibitions contained in the federal antitrust laws, have been particularized in the form of a series of
consent decrees, originally entered against a number of member companies of various trade associations and the
associations themselves. It is important to note that these laws not only apply to PTI members, but also to PTI
itself. Often trade associations have been and are presently co-defendants in cases brought by the Justice
Department and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”). Recently, the FTC has stated: “Because trade
associations are by their nature collaborations among competitors, the Commission and courts have long been
concerned with anti-competitive restraints imposed by such organizations under the guise of codes of conduct.
Competing for customers, cutting prices, and recruiting employees are hallmarks of vigorous competition.
Agreements among competitors not to engage in these activities injure consumers by increasing prices and
reducing quality and choice.” Similar “codes” or policies and requirements that encourage directly or indirectly
members’ unlawful activity are strictly forbidden by PTI in the course of its business with its members.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES AND PRACTICES PROHIBITED
AT ALL PTI MEETINGS AND EVENTS:
Included in activities and practices which are forbidden, and are contrary to the policy of the Institute, both under
the general antitrust laws and the consent decrees, subject to the said Business Review Letter, are the following:


Agreeing to allocate markets, customers or suppliers among competitors, classify certain customers or
suppliers being entitled to preferential treatment by manufacturers, and establish geographic trading areas.



Participating in any plan designed to induce any manufacturer or distributor to sell or refrain from selling,
or discriminate in favor of, or against any particular customer or class of customers.



Agreeing in any manner to fix or otherwise establish bids, prices (including price increases, decreases,
standardization or stabilization), profits, costs, contract terms affecting price (such as discounts and credit
terms), etc. because, e.g. prices were too low, with the exception of certain resale pricing agreements
between manufacturers and retailers or distributors.



Agreeing in any manner to limit or restrict the quality of products to be produced (e.g., restrictions on
selling coated strand to certain customers).



Participating in any plan which has the effect of discriminating against, or excluding competitors,
suppliers or customers.

These examples are provided to guide you in your discussions during formal and informal PTI meetings and social
events. If the occasion arises, more specific advice will be provided by legal counsel, who is required by Article
IV, Section 7 of the PTI By-Laws to be present at all meetings of the Board of Directors and the Executive
Committee.

AGENDA
PTI DC-80 Repair, Rehabilitation & Strengthening Committee
October 8, 2015
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Harrah’s New Orleans, LA
Voting Members Present (7 of 16)
Garth Fallis, Chair
Tracy Naso, Vice Chair
Hamid Ahmady
James Beicker
Cory Brett
James Donnelly
Clyde Ellis
Christopher Fulton
Liao Haixue
Gabriel Jimenez
Don Kline
John Mancuso
Daniel Moser
Douglas Sarkkinen
Slava Tkachuk
Edgar Zuniga, TAB Contact, V
Miroslav Vejvoda, NV

Vector Corrosion Technologies
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
Suncoast Post-Tension, Ltd.
J.L. Beicker Company
SGH
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.
VSL
Halsall
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Walter P. Moore
Kline Engineering & Consulting, LLC
Sutton, Kennerly & Associates
Walker Parking Consultants
Otak
Ready Cable, Inc.
Dywidag-Systems International, USA, Inc.
PTI Staff

Associate Members Present
Noli Alarcon
Florian Barth
Genmiao (Jimmy) Chen
Roger Frenn
Scott Greenhaus
Graham Mazza
Norman Nowosinski
Torry Oram
Mark Watson

Timothy Haahs and Associates, Inc.
Consultant
Parsons Brinkerhoff
DSI
VSL
Vector Corrosion Technologies
Five Star Products
Smid Construction
Watson Associates

Visitors Present
Katherine Farley
Eric Ober
David Peralta
Hai Taik Lee
Joe Harrison
Rattan Khosa
Amy Dowell

Kline Engineering & Consulting, LLC
SGH
Unintech
KINS
GTI
AMSYSCO
PTI Staff

ACTION ITEMS FROM LAST / THIS MEETING
Item #
2.2

Subject
Making Inspection
Recesses FAQ

Action
pick-up the revisions to this FAQ

Responsible
Donnelly

Deadline /
Completed
12/31/15

4.1

Research Proposal

develop proposal submission form for
PT tape testing

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

Agenda Item
A. General
A.1 Call to Order
A.2 Introductions
A.3 Committee Roster /
Changes
A.4 PTI Antitrust Policy
A.5 Annual Report

B. Agenda & Minutes
B.1 Approval of Agenda
B.2 Approval of Minutes
from 4/28/2015
(Meeting ballot
required)

C. Actions Taken Between
Meetings
C.1 Letter Ballots (none)
C.2 Web Meetings (none)

Naso

A.1 Call to order at 8:05 am
A.2 Introductions
A.3 Cory Brett appointed to Voting Member, 2 others to Associate
A.4 Antitrust Policy reviewed
A.5.1 Prioritize upcoming documents as part of Annual Report
 Testing Force in Existing Tendons – Hamid
Cory Brett volunteered to pick up this FAQ
 Guide for Strengthening of Concrete Structures by Means of
External Post-Tensioning
 Complete Tendon Replacement – Gabriel, Edgar
 Drying and Reprotecting – Garth (confirm proprietary system
and other similar techniques from other companies)
A.5.2 Possible Sessions at Convention
 Case studies with unusual conditions in existing PT structures
 Panel discussion on different types of repairs with
representatives from engineering, contractors, suppliers, etc.
A.5.3 Possible PTI Journal Articles
 Repair of historic systems (Jim Donnelly/Tracy Naso)
A.5.2 Possible Research
 Waterproof tapes for sheathing repair

B.1
Review agenda
B.2.1. Approve Spring 2015 Minutes (Houston)
Motion/Second: Cory Brett/Don Kline
Result: 7-0-0 (Y-N-A)
B.2.2 Approve Fall 2014 Minutes (Cancun)
Motion/Second: Dan Moser/Cory Brett
Result: 7-0-0 (Y-N-A)
None

1. Action Item 1: (TAB
Submitted Documents)
1.1 Specification response
from TAB.

1.1 TAB did not get to during yesterday’s meeting. TAB to develop
response after meeting. Schedule web meeting to review.

1.2 FAQ Sheathing sent to
TAB

1.2 TAB did not get to during yesterday’s meeting. TAB to develop
response after meeting. Schedule web meeting to review.

Agenda Item
2. Action Item 2: (Making
Inspection Recesses FAQ)
2.1 Review Status

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

2.1 Review document
 Review comments from last ballot and review prior to meeting.
 Add separate paragraph for top of slab openings.
 Add separate paragraph for openings at end anchorages.
 Rewrite second question re: location to include top and bottom
surfaces, similar to Guide document.
 Rewrite third question to include temporary and top of deck
recesses.
 Rewrite fourth question to include temporary recesses and
explain why mineral wool used in lieu of other fireproofing
options.
 Add moisture protection question, including reference to
sheathing repair FAQ.
2.2 Jim Donnelly volunteered to pick-up the revisions to this FAQ.
Revised document to be ready for committee review and balloting by
end of the year.

3. Action Item 3:
(Certification Committee
Report)
3.1 Latest on Certification
Committee
3.2 What can DC-80 do to
help?
4. Action Item 4: (Research
Possibilities)
4.1 Sheathing Repairs
4.2 PT Tapes

D. New Business
D.1 Protecting Unbonded
PrestressedTendons

D.2 Future of Guide for
Strengthening of
Concrete Structures by
Means of External PostTensioning

3.1 Discuss Certification and DC-80 input
 Tracy Naso reported that CRT-60 is working on developing the
student manual for the course, using the DC-80 Guide as the
basis for the manual.
 Additional assistance from DC-80 members is requested.

4.1 Discuss / prioritize future research proposals
 Testing of new tapes and alternate materials to add to PTI list of
approved tapes.
o Tracy Naso to develop proposal submission form for PT
tape testing.
 Sheathing repair methods would be to look at different sheathing
repair approaches beyond PTI recommendations in Field
Procedures Manual.
o Sheathing repairs submission to be done after
Sheathing FAQ is approved.

D.1 Review PTI Journal article from July 2012 (Exhibit D.1) on
Protecting Unbonded Prestressed Tendons for consideration for a future
generic TN.
 Committee decided to include this information into forthcoming
FAQ regarding drying and protecting tendons
D.2 Review future direction of Guide for Strengthening of Concrete
Structures by Means of External Post-Tensioning document (Exhibit
D.2)
 Original author could not be recalled. May have been originally
drafted in 2010 by Dominique Deschamps before Guide

Expected Outcome /
Actions Taken

Agenda Item



E. Next Meeting
2016 PTI Convention Days
– Long Beach, CA
April 24-27, 2016
Web Meetings:
F. Adjourn

specification.
Tracy Naso and Dan Moser recently reviewed draft document
and noted that significant updating is necessary.
Committee agreed to identify who the original author was and to
determine if he is willing to review and update. If he is not, the
chapters will be assigned to committee members for review and
update.

F. Motion to Adjourn at 10:35
Motion/Second: Jim Donnelly/ Dan Moser
Result: Unanimous approval

AGENDA / MINUTES EXHIBITS
Exhibit #

Subject

A.4

Sign-In Sheet / PTI Anti-Trust Policy

A.5

Committee Annual Report

2

FAQ – Inspection Recesses: changes from meeting

Exhibit A.4

Exhibit A.4

Exhibit A.5

Annual Report of PTI Committee Activities
(To be placed on the committee’s agenda for the fall meeting)
DC-80 Repair, Rehabilitation, and Strengthening
Committee ______________________________________________________________________

Garth Fallis
10/8/2015
Chair_________________________________________________
Date _____________________

1. List the progress on goals of your committee during last year:
Resolve TAB comments on repair specification and sheathing FAQ

2. List at least three goals for the upcoming year (new documents, revisions of documents, convention presentations
or sessions, PTI Journal case studies, PT Treasures or Technical Papers, etc.):
Edit and ballot Sheathing Repair FAQ and repair specification after receiving comments from TAB; develop Testing Force in
Existing Tendons FAQ; prepare Guide for Strengthening of Concrete Structures by Means of External Post-Tensioning for TAB
review

3. List documents you expect to submit to TAB/CAB for review in the next 12 months:
Testing Force in Existing Tendons FAQ; Guide for Strengthening of Concrete Structures by Means of External Post-Tensioning

4. Report detailed progress on document revisions / new documents / technical sessions / PTI Journal Contributions /
certification program development, etc.:

a) What is the committee currently working on? ____________________________________________

Testing Force in Existing Tendons FAQ; Guide for Strengthening of Concrete Structures by Means of External Post-Tensioning

b) What is working well? How does the committee / task group operate most efficiently (web meetings,
deadlines, in person meetings, task group retreats, etc.) ______________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Continued use of in person meetings and web meetings; establishing individual assignments and deadlines

Timely responses to ballots and correspondence
c) What process needs improvement? ___________________________________________________

d) How can PTI Staff assist the process? i.e., facilitate more web meetings, need more in‐person meetings,
Help remind committee members of deadlines
request more time at committee meetings, etc.)__________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
5. List any liaisons or scope conflicts with other committees in PTI or other organizations,
CRT-60 member overlap (liaison)

6. List ideas for new technical sessions.
Case studies with unusual distress being repaired (such as torsion); panel presentation/discussion on different types of repairs with
representatives from engineering, contractors, suppliers, etc.; present FAQ recommendations

7. List ideas / leads for PTI Journal Articles or Case Studies:
Repair of historic systems (Jim/Tracy)

8. List any new technology or research to be supported by PTI:
Evaluation of sheathing repair methods; waterproof tape durability and effectiveness

Please return to: Miroslav Vejvoda, TAB Secretary, Post‐Tensioning Institute, 38800 Country Club Drive, Farmington Hills, MI 48331
E‐mail: miroslav.vejvoda@post‐tensioning.org
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1

PTI

2

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

3

POST‐TENSIONED STRAND INVESTIGATION RECESSES

4

Q: What are post‐tensioning (PT) investigation recesses?

5

A:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

PT investigation recesses are installed to expose and allow examination of portions of PT strands within

slabs or beams. Installing the recess involves removal of the concrete cover and sheathing, and can be used for
temporary observation or periodic observation.
Exposing portions of PT strands provides an opportunity to determine the condition of the strands included in a
particular sample by testing them physically for tension and reviewing exposed portions visually for signs of
moisture contamination and corrosion.
Physical testing of the PT strands is performed to detect tension deficiencies. Strands may be tested for tension by
using a hammer to attempt to drive a flat tip screwdriver blade between the wires of a PT strand. If the
screwdriver achieves penetration, the wires are noted as being tension‐deficient. This process is repeated for each
of the six outer wires of a typical seven‐wire PT strand. Photo #1 shows an investigation recess and typical
penetration testing on an exposed PT strand.

Commented [NTR1]: Add paragraphs describing top side
inspection openings, where, why, and how to evaluate. In addition
to screwdriver penetration testing, add prybar testing, refer to FAQ
for testing tension in existing tendons.
Commented [NTR2]: Add information on investigation
recesses at intermediate and stressing ends.
Commented [NTR3]: temporary observation such as would be
required in conjunction with a condition evaluation or repair
project or periodic observation for monitoring of the tendon
condition over time….from JPD

Commented [NTR4]: Discuss implications and limitations of
observations at a single inspection opening; a break may not be
detected because of friction/corrosion nearby that “masks” a
break; question recommendation of testing all six wires.

18
19
20
21
22

Photo #1 – Typical Penetration Testing
Visual observations relating to moisture contamination may also be observed. Signs of moisture contamination
include, but are not limited to, varying levels of corrosion, emulsified grease and free water within the strand
sheathing.

Commented [NTR5]: Discuss separately in detail.
Commented [NTR6]: Add photos of common grease
conditions.

Exhibit 2
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1
2
3
4

Reviewing the condition of the PT strands within a sample allows for tension deficient strands to be identified, and
if necessary, repaired or replaced. Re‐accessing investigation recesses at regular intervals allows strand tension
status to be tracked so strand replacement programs may be undertaken proactively, before unsafe conditions
necessitate urgent costly repair programs.

5

Q: Where are the most common places for post‐tensioning investigation recesses to be

6

located?

7

A:

8
9
10
11

Commented [NTR7]: Too broad; not true. This is a qualitative
evaluation with limited sample size. Observations may not apply
away from opening location.

Commented [NTR8]: Re‐write section to be consistent with
Par. 3.3.2.3 of DC‐80 that discusses high and low‐point inspections.
Add end anchor and intermediate anchor inspections.

PT recesses are preferentially located on the soffit of a slab at the low point of the strand’s first drape from

the ‘live end’ anchor. If access to this location is blocked by an obstruction, then the next best location is at the low
point of the strand’s first drape from the ‘dead end’ anchor. If neither of these locations are accessible, an interior
drape will still provide a point to test the strand for tension and the possibility of observing signs of moisture
contamination. Figure #1, below, displays the typical profile of a PT strand.
Commented [NTR9]: Replace with Figure 3.27 from DC‐80
showing locations of common opening locations.

12

N.T.S

13
14
15
16
17
18

The low point of the first drape beyond a strand’s ‘live end’ anchor is the preferred inspection recess location as it
offers the highest probability for observing moisture contamination along the strand. There are many potential
sources of moisture ingress into strand sheathings, however, the most likely source is through the ‘live end’ anchor
assembly. Depending on the vintage of the PT system, the anchorages may not include modern waterproofing
measures and the stressing pocket located behind the ‘live end’ anchor provides a natural path‐way for water to
enter the system.

19
20
21

Installing the inspection recess at the low point of strand drape both minimizes the concrete removal required to
expose the strands and provides access to the location where moisture in present in the system would naturally
settle.

22
23
24
25

Inspection recesses are typically installed on the soffit side of the slab rather than the topside. A recess on the
topside could allow moisture ingress and would require unobstructed floor space to provide access. As the high
point of a strands drape is typically in line with columns and walls, exposing strands from above would typically
involve significant concrete removal.

Exhibit 2
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1

Q: How should inspection recesses be installed?

2

A:

3
4

Commented [NTR10]: Make Q#2; modify to include temporary
openings that are immediately repaired. Consider dividing into two
questions: Permanent vs. Temporary, or top surface vs. soffit

Installation of PT inspection recesses involves first locating a targeted strand or strand group, chipping the

concrete around the strand(s) to expose a length of 6” min, installing mineral wool insulation and a cover‐

plate over top of the recess void. The following Figure #2 details the completed recess assembly.
Commented [NTR11]: Remove figure and specifications for
cover plate from text. Provide general suggestions for methods that
have been used successfully. Final design is up to LDP.

5
6
7
8
9

Locating the PT strands can be completed using Ground Penetrating Radar, metal detectors, or more crudely by
following staple groups observed on the soffit side of the slab. Staples are used during construction to fix PT drape
chairs on slab formwork. When the concrete is poured and the formwork removed, the staples are often left
protruding from the slab and indicate the approximate location of the strands above.

10
11
12
13

Chipping concrete around the targeted strand(s) should be done with jackhammers 15lbs or less so as to not
damage the strands. Saw‐cutting recess edges is not advised due to the risk of severing stands that may not have
been installed with adequate concrete cover. All due care and attention is to be taken to avoid damage to strands
and plastic sheathings.

14
15

A minimum of 6” of unobstructed strand length must be exposed within the PT inspection recess to allow for
penetration testing to be completed between each of the six outer wires of a typical seven‐wire 0.6” PT strand.

16
17

Cover‐plates are installed over the recess void to allow for future access and testing on the strands as well as to
contain the strands in the event of a strand eruption into the recess. Cover plates shall be fabricated of a minimum

Exhibit 2

4
1
2
3

1/8” thick structural steel plate (grade 300) and galvanized after cutting and drilling of anchor holes has been
completed. Bolt holes in the plate shall be oversized to allow ease of future removal and reinstallation of the
plate. Anchor bolts shall be 1/2“ diameter, zinc‐coated drop‐in anchors to absorb the force of an erupting strand.

4
5

6

Q: How is the slab’s fire rating maintained after permanent recesses have been installed?

7

A:

8
9

protection for the PT strands. In temporary openings, restoration of the concrete restores the fire rating protection
as it was originally constructed.

10
11

Mineral wool insulation is used to fill the void between the cover‐plate and PT strands to provide fire rating

Other content: reference to sheathing repair FAQ, use of sealant or other means at plates on
permanent openings to keep them weathertight.

Commented [NTR12]: Explain why mineral wool is used in lieu
of other materials (gypsum board, foam, etc.)
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Document Title: DC-80 Specification for Unbonded PT Repair – TAB Review

No.

Page
#

Line
#

G = General

Comment:
T = Technical
G / T / E* E = Editorial

1

G

2

G

3

G

4

1

1

G

5
6
7

1
1
1

15
15
22

G
E
G

8

2

3

G

9

2

4

T

10

2

9

T

11

2

9

E

12

2

29

E

Comment

Comment Resolution

REVIEW COMMENTS:
This specs should clearly state that all new anchors should be
encapsulated anchors for repairs.
Some of the terminology is not defined, and should be consistent
throughout the document and with PTI PTT. For example center
stressing splice is sometimes used instead of center stressing coupler.
Terms like temporary lock-off anchor, center stressing coupler should be
defined as they are not in the PTT
It seems that heat shrinking the couplers is a requirement. This is very
difficult to achieve especially for Center Stressing Couplers. Heat shrink
should be one option along with epoxy coating or galvanized.
This specification is stand alone and can be used with any other
specification applicable to a project. It is not necessary to list “Division
03, Section 030124, etc.”
Change to “making inspection recesses or openings or block-outs”
Replace “recesses” with “exploratory openings”.
A “Master Specification” may not necessarily be used for a particular
project. This specification is stand alone and it is not necessary to refer
to the Master Spec. Delete section B Related Sections.
Throughout the document, instead of referencing a Master Spec such as
Section 03 01 31, refer to another stand-alone specification.
Consider adding the following reference:
5. ACI 362.1R-12, “Guide for the Design and Construction of Durable
Concrete Parking Structures.”
Add the following ACI document:
423.4R-14 Report on Corrosion and Repair of Unbonded Single-Strand
Tendons
This section references ASTM A421 and refers to wire. Note references
“tendon is not a seven-wire strand”
Should state “tendon is not a parallel wire tendon”
Replace “…a seven-wire strand,…” with “…made of stress-relieved
steel wire…”
Place “Coupler” first followed by (splice chuck). The PTT definitions
only have a definition for couplers.
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#
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Comment

Comment Resolution

Anchors could be permanent. For example, slab opening. Suggest
removing “Temporary”.
Sheathing tape is not defined. The PTI Field Procedures Manual
specifies sheathing repair procedures and refers to the repair tape
requirements.
Stressing Calculations is not clear. Suggest changing to PT Losses
Calculations
Change “Shop drawings” to “Installation drawings”.
Add a new item as part of the submittal :Temporary shoring plan
drawings
ACI 301-16 will be published shortly (may be in production already). It
will require for unbonded PT the following:
At least 50% of installation personnel: PTI Level 1 Unbonded PT – Field
Installation
Crew foreman: PTI Level 2 Unbonded PT Inspector or PTI Level 2
Unbonded PT Ironworker
At least 50% of tensioning personnel and crew foreman: PTI Level 2
Unbonded PT Inspector or PTI Level 2 Unbonded PT Ironworker (The
Level 2 Inspector and Level 2 Ironworker certification are equivalent.)
Suggest requiring for repairs certainly not less:
At least 50% of PT repair personnel and crew foreman: PTI Level 2
Unbonded PT Inspector or PTI Level 2 Unbonded PT Ironworker
Remaining crew members: PTI Level 1 Unbonded PT – Field
Installation
As it is in the current draft, no certification is required for the repair
installer, which could be unsafe. (In the PTI certification classes, we
sometimes get people who do only repair. Some of them have no idea
what is inside of a slab or a beam; they just start chipping, etc. This is
potentially very unsafe and we should make the LDP at least aware of
the proper requirements; they still can specify what they choose in the
end.)
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The installer and superintendent sections are mostly the same as shown;
suggest listing same items once and list additional requirements as
necessary.
I believe that ACI 310 should be ACI 301
ACI 301 rather than ACI 310?
Change “ACI 310” to “ACI 301”.
Level of PTI certification should be defined: for example PTI Level 1
Unbonded PT - Field Installation Certification, etc…
Change “splice chuck” to “coupler” to be consistent with PTT
definitions.
It is difficult for a PT installer to obtain the “Name and telephone of
Owner’s contact” information. Suggest changing Owner to Main
Contracting firm or …
Change to: Location or designation of tendons being repaired
Installer / superintendent qualifications are under submittals and under
quality assurance, with different requirements. Requirements per
comment page 3 line 4 should be at one location only and be referenced
at the other location.
Delete “1” after “A”.
I believe this is a strong statement and can be misinterpreted to any
strand/wire breaks. There is no guarantee that the strand will not fail
during stressing, even with compatible wedge/anchor. The failure can be
unrelated to the connections.
Suggest deleting the whole sentence. The previous sentence requiring
compatibility of the wedge/anchor connection should be enough.
However, what is the criteria for supplier's technical representative to
approve the compatibility?
Post-construction submittals do not belong in this section.
Change to “Provide listing of packaging, protection, delivery,
acceptance, storage, and handling.”
Section 1.8: add a bullet for Corrosion Protection
Replace “anchorage plates” with “anchors”. (The wedges are compatible
with the anchor (wedge cavity), not with any plates (there would still be
a barrel anchor on top of the plate))
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Heat-shrink tubing is not needed in the case of center stressing couplers
that are of the fully encapsulated type. These center stressing couplers
are fully encapsulated in plastic and have been recently developed to
avoid the need of heat-shrink tubing.
Change to “F. Sheathing at New Intermediate Anchorage and Couplers
(when not supplied fully encapsulated)”
Delete New Intermediate Anchor”. Section F is applicable to couplers,
and it adds confusion as Section G refers to New Intermediate Anchor.
Add “s” after “Anchorage”.
It is very hard to heat shrink the couplers. Other measures like epoxy
coating, etc… should be added. Plus does it apply to splice chuck and
center stressing anchor
Protection at New End and Intermediate Anchorages: “(If additional
protection other than concrete cover is required.)”
Concrete cover is acceptable protection for other existing project
anchors, why “upgrade” what is repaired?
In members that are not in a corrosive environment, we should not
require coating of anchorages. Suggest a note to specifier to the effect:
“Note to specifier: Where existing anchorages are not coated and where
anchorages will not be exposed to an aggressive environment, the LDP
may choose not to require coating of existing anchorages that are to
remain.”
For field apply epoxy coating, is spray galvanizing coating acceptable?
Should the epoxy coating be applied before or after tendon stressing?
Insert “,” between plastic and field.
Add “,” after “plastic”.
Change “splices” to “couplers” to be consistent within the document.
Replace “Specialty Sheathing Tape” with “Repair Tape”; this term is
used in the PTI Field Procedures Manual
Change “off” to “of”.
Change “level” to “force”.
What is “certified” stressing equipment; this is not used in any other
specification. Replace with “calibrated”.
Delete “certificates and” to read, “jack calibration charts”.
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Demo equipment is used to expose the post-tensioning system, not
“sheathing”. Suggest removing or replacing the word “sheathing” where
it occurs 3 times under item C. and C.1.
Should the use of pressurized water (hydrodemolition) to expose the
sheathing be disallowed?
See comment page 3 line 4; level 1 certification is not considered
sufficient for stressing of new tendons by ACI 301-16; repair situation is
potentially more dangerous and should certainly not require anything
less stringent that new construction.
The provision does not adequately address the hazards associated with
concrete removal in P-T structures.
Add “concrete removal” between “during” and “detensioning”
The term “significant number” is misleading and left to judgement.
Suggest revising to say that shoring requirements should always be
checked with the LDP.
Change sentence to “Tendons with prestressing steel which has fractured
or severely corroded wires shall be replaced….”.
Replace “distressing” with “detensioning”
Change “distressing” to “detensioning” to be consistent.
Add “n” between “o” and “i”.
Delete “to transfer force”. When the jacking force is released to the
wedges, the resulting force is the transfer force. No need to include it in
this sentence.
A.5. Add experienced personnel “De-tensioning shall be performed by
experienced personnel” by cutting....
Add “section” before 1.4E.
Delete “wires” before “prestressing steel”.
Change “tendons” to “prestressing steel”.
The provision does not adequately address the hazards associated with
concrete removal in P-T structures.
Replace the existing provision with this version “Where concrete
removal is required install shoring and sequence repairs as directed by
an LDP. This shoring and repair sequence must be designed by an LDP
competent in both shoring and post tensioning design”
Replace “beneath” with “around”.
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Revise sentence “…around sheathing and provide 50% overlap to
provide at least 2 layers of tape at all locations. Extend tape at…”
The PTI Field Procedures Manual requires repair tape to reach at least 3
in. beyond damaged area; replace 2 in. with 3 in.
Sandblasting may be an over kill for small repair areas. Suggest using
steel brushing or grinding instead.
PT Coating is defined in the PTT; delete “corrosion-inhibiting” before
“PT Coating” at all locations.
Change “complete” to “completely”.
Items G and H should be reviewed for consistency with the sheathing
repair procedures in the PTI FPM: Overlapping tendon sheathing or split
tubing; sheathing to extend at least 3 in. over the existing sheathing;
repair tape to extend at least 3 in. into the existing sheathing (2 in.
overlaps shown in the Draft). Draft requires 3 layers of sheeting at all
locations; this would make the sheathing repair location very thick; FPM
procedure requires proper overlap but not 3 layers. PTI documents need
to be consistent.
Change “strand” to “steel”.
Change “shingle” to “single”.
Revise sentence “…around sheathing and provide 50% overlap to
provide at least 2 layers of tape. Extend tape at…”
To be consistent with Section 2.3.E.3, delete “sheathing” and replace
with “or polyethylene tubing”.
Revise sentence “…around sheeting and provide 50% overlap to provide
at least 2 layers of tape at all locations. Extend tape at…”
Heat-shrink tubing is not needed in the case of center stressing couplers
that are of the fully encapsulated type. These center stressing couplers
are fully encapsulated in plastic and have been recently developed to
avoid the need of heat-shrink tubing.
Change to: “I. Sheathing at couplers and central stressing couplers shall
consist of heat-shrink tubing unless they are supplied fully
encapsulated.”
Change “splices” to “couplers” to be consistent. Global.
Change “splice” to “coupler” to be consistent.
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Sometimes, it may not be practical to heat shrink after stressing. In the
case of splice chuck, stressing can be done after concreting by having a
plastic tube enclosure with grease around the splice chuck.
Suggest adding this alternative.
See comment page 9 line 15; for consistency, 3 in. overlap should be
provided instead of 2 in.
Delete “Center Stressing Splice” from bullet point as the text is
applicable to normal anchors.
Statement is not clear. Are we trying to say that all repair material to be
used is watertight or that the whole new system/assembly is watertight?
Suggest deleting all the bullet point as complete water-tightness may not
be achievable
“Sheathing repairs shall be watertight”

Need to define “watertight”. This is typically almost impossible to
achieve with existing tendon material
82
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E
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10
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10
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E
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10

6,7

T

88

10

13

E

Would it not make more sense to have Splicing of prestressing steel
before Sheathing repair, which includes sheathing at couplers and central
stressing splices? A more logical sequence would seem to be:
Safety; Preparation; Extraction and Threading; Splicing; Sheathing
Repair; Stressing; QC.
Revise sentence “Repair tendons with broken prestressing steel which
has fractured or severely corroded wires at the….splicing in sections of
new strands/tendons prestressing steel similar in kind....”
Consider providing a range as 0.6 to 0.65 Pu
I believe the reference to 0.6Pu should be taken out. Maybe just add
after post-tensioning force “as specified in the original design”
Revise sentence “…length is desired, install lock-off troubleshooting
anchors at locations…”
“long-term effective force, 0.6 Pu”
Only stress relieve material had final effective force of 0.6 Fpu +/-; Low
relax material is typically 0.65 – 0.7 Fpu; There are still losses – wedge
seating, relaxation of new material, etc; Should not state actual force but
perform calc’s by LDP
Revise sentence “…on both sides of the deteriorated strand prestressing
steel section, and to…”
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ACI 318 puts the anchorage zone “in front” of an anchor while PTI
considers the anchorage zone “behind” an anchor.
To avoid possible interpretation error of “in front” or “behind” anchors,
use “…anchorage zone on the bearing side of new tendon end
anchors…”
Insert “/or” between “and” and “central”. Splices should be changed to
couplers
Change “strand” to “steel”.
Typically the repair pocket was selected at tendon profile at mid-depth
location or broken tendon location. It is not always practical to select
the opening at high or low point locations.
To be consistent with Section 2.3.E.3, delete “waterproof” and replace it
with “sheathing”.
Delete “above”.
Heat-shrink tubing is not needed in the case of center stressing couplers
that are of the fully encapsulated type. These center stressing couplers
are fully encapsulated in plastic and have been recently developed to
avoid the need of heat-shrink tubing.
Change to: “J. At locations of couplers and center stressing couplers use
heat-shrink tubing to make sheathing continuous across repair opening
unless they are supplied fully encapsulated.”
Refer to the relevant Sheathing repair section instead of repeating parts
of it. Same applies to protection of couplers.
“Use heat shrink tubing”
“Or approved sleeve filled with PT Coating”
Revise sentence “Install per Paragraph section 3.3.I above.”
Same previous comment for P9-L41
Replace “weather aggression” to read, “… protection of the PT system
against exposure to weather”.
Use consistent terms; “shrink heat-reactive tubing” was not used in the
Sheathing repair section. “Heat shrink sleeve” or “heat shrink tubing”
are more commonly used terms.
To be consistent with Section 2.3.E.3, delete “moisture proof” and
replace it with “sheathing”.
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Sandblasting may be an over kill for small repair areas. Suggest using
steel brushing or grinding instead.
Insert “or” between “epoxy,” and “galvanized”.
Insert “or galvanized coating” after “with epoxy”.
Change “Post-tensioning Steel” to “Prestressing Steel”.
Change “post-tensioning” to “prestressing”
In this paragraph change “strand” to “prestressing steel” at all locations.
Does this section suggest cleaning inside the ½” plastic sheathing all
along the tendon length inside the concrete with rags? It is very difficult
to do that.
Also fill the sheathing with new coating is also difficult.
Is this normal practice?
Change “strand” to “prestressing steel”
See comment page 3 line 4 for stressing personnel certification
requirements.
Stressing force suggested is inconsistent 0.6fu or 0.65fu or 0.6-.065fu?
Suggest taking out all references to PT force see comment P10-L6
“Pu (0.6 – 0.65 Pu”
Should not be giving final effective force without calculations to justify
or request from LDP
Change “tensile” to “jacking”
Replace “with jack calibration curve” with “using the jack calibration
chart”
Revise to read: “…perform lift-off test after stressing and in presence of
LDP.”
Revise to read: “Complete stressing records during stressing operation.”
(They should be maintained for a specified period of time after
completion of the project.)
Add space between “section” and “3.4.L”.
Revise sentence. “Cut off tendon tails of prestressing strand steel”
Revise sentence “…3/4 in. of concrete cover to the strand tail stressing
strand or 1 in. to the encapsulation components, if encapsulated tendons
are used.”
Revise sentence “Do not cut strands tendon tails less than…”
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Revise to read, “…less than ½ in. from the face of the anchor casting”.
This was approved by M-10 for the Unbonded PT Spec and approved by
TAB; modify for consistency.
The caps shall be required for all dead and live ends.
“Install protective caps on cut ends where possible to prevent moisture
infiltration.”
Why do we install caps “where possible” for “preventing moisture
infiltration” with turnbuckle couplers and all other types of anchors,
couplers, etc require water-tight caps, sleeves, tape, etc – All should
have same requirement
Revise sentence “Tendon tails Prestressing steel ends shall be….”
“shall be recorded out during”
Remove “out”
In section 3.7, several inspection items are listed, item B by Installer,
item C not specified by whom, and item D by LDP. Item B is to be
inspected by Installer and Rejected (or Approved) by whom? Clarify
responsibilities.
“Stressing records shall be completed recorded out during …”
See previous comment for P9-L41. Delete “watertight”
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